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Who Are We?Who Are We?

Stuart SutherlandStuart Sutherland

John CooleyJohn Cooley

Mr. Sutherland has more than 5 years of experience using VerilogMr. Sutherland has more than 5 years of experience using Verilog with a variety of software with a variety of software 
tools.  He holds a BS degree in Computer Science, with an emphastools.  He holds a BS degree in Computer Science, with an emphasis on Electronic is on Electronic 
Engineering, and has worked as a design engineer in the defense Engineering, and has worked as a design engineer in the defense industry, and as an industry, and as an 
Applications Engineer for Gateway Design  Automation (the originApplications Engineer for Gateway Design  Automation (the originator of Verilog) and ator of Verilog) and 
Cadence Design Systems.  Currently, Stuart is employed by IntergCadence Design Systems.  Currently, Stuart is employed by Intergraph, developing the raph, developing the 
““VeriBestVeriBest” Verilog simulator.  He has also taught Verilog at the Universi” Verilog simulator.  He has also taught Verilog at the University of California, ty of California, 
Santa Cruz (San Jose extension).  Mr. Sutherland has authored a Santa Cruz (San Jose extension).  Mr. Sutherland has authored a Verilog 2.0 Quick Verilog 2.0 Quick 
Reference Guide and a commercially available Verilog HDL traininReference Guide and a commercially available Verilog HDL training course.  For g course.  For 
information on these books, contact information on these books, contact ““stuartstuart@@sutherlandsutherland.com” or call/fax (303) 682.com” or call/fax (303) 682--88648864..

Mr. Cooley is the Founder and Moderator of the 2400 member EMr. Cooley is the Founder and Moderator of the 2400 member E--mailmail SynopsysSynopsys Users Group  Users Group  
(ESNUG), a user driven grassroots clearing house for user discov(ESNUG), a user driven grassroots clearing house for user discovered bugs, their ered bugs, their 
workarounds and user opinion.   ESNUG is completely independent workarounds and user opinion.   ESNUG is completely independent ofof SynopsysSynopsys, Inc., but, Inc., but
SynopsysSynopsys employees frequently participate in solutions and answers proviemployees frequently participate in solutions and answers provided through ded through 
ESNUG.  John has over seven years design experience usingESNUG.  John has over seven years design experience using SynopsysSynopsys, Verilog, VHDL, , Verilog, VHDL, 
ESDA, and static timing software before becoming an ASIC design ESDA, and static timing software before becoming an ASIC design consultant and EDA consultant and EDA 
teacher.  ESNUG sends out moderated eteacher.  ESNUG sends out moderated e--mail bulletins on a weekly basis.   To join ESNUG, email bulletins on a weekly basis.   To join ESNUG, e--
mail mail ““jcooleyjcooley@world.std.com” (preferred) or phone (508) 429@world.std.com” (preferred) or phone (508) 429--43574357..
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Who Are You?Who Are You?

!! Verilog HDL Users?Verilog HDL Users?

!! Synthesis Users?Synthesis Users?

!! “Clone” Simulator Users?“Clone” Simulator Users?

!! Other Verilog Tools?Other Verilog Tools?
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Tutorial versus LectureTutorial versus Lecture

This is a This is a tutorialtutorial
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The QuestionThe Question

"" Is it possible to write a Verilog model that:Is it possible to write a Verilog model that:

"" Will simulate correctly?Will simulate correctly?
"" Closely represents how real hardware will functionClosely represents how real hardware will function
"" Approximates real hardware timingApproximates real hardware timing

"" and ...and ...
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The Question (continued...)The Question (continued...)

"" Is it possible to write a Verilog model that:Is it possible to write a Verilog model that:
"" Will simulate correctly?Will simulate correctly?

"" And simulate efficiently?And simulate efficiently?
"" Simulation can be compute intensiveSimulation can be compute intensive
"" Large models require long simulation run timesLarge models require long simulation run times
"" Large models require large amounts of system memory for Large models require large amounts of system memory for 

simulatesimulate

"" and ...and ...
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The Question (continued...)The Question (continued...)

"" Is it possible to write a Verilog model that:Is it possible to write a Verilog model that:
"" Will simulate correctly?Will simulate correctly?
"" And simulate efficiently?And simulate efficiently?

"" And isAnd is synthesizablesynthesizable??
"" Synthesis is a key part of the topSynthesis is a key part of the top--down design paradigmdown design paradigm
"" Synthesis tools support an “RTL subset” of the Verilog HDLSynthesis tools support an “RTL subset” of the Verilog HDL

"" and ...and ...
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The Question (continued...)The Question (continued...)

"" Is it possible to write a Verilog model that:Is it possible to write a Verilog model that:
"" Will simulate correctly?Will simulate correctly?
"" And simulate efficiently?And simulate efficiently?
"" And isAnd is synthesizablesynthesizable??

"" And will synthesize correctly?And will synthesize correctly?
"" Synthesis output  should function the same as the original RTL Synthesis output  should function the same as the original RTL 

modelmodel
"" The structural VerilogThe structural Verilog netlistnetlist generated by Synthesis must be generated by Synthesis must be 

able to be realized in actual hardwareable to be realized in actual hardware
"" Modeling style can significantly impact the size  and speed of Modeling style can significantly impact the size  and speed of 

the structural design generated by synthesisthe structural design generated by synthesis

"" and ...and ...
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The Question (continued...)The Question (continued...)

"" Is it possible to write a Verilog model that:Is it possible to write a Verilog model that:
"" Will simulate correctly?Will simulate correctly?
"" And simulate efficiently?And simulate efficiently?
"" And isAnd is synthesizablesynthesizable??
"" And will synthesize correctly?And will synthesize correctly?

"" And simulates with various “clone” simulators?And simulates with various “clone” simulators?
"" Many companies use (or will use) Verilog simulators from more Many companies use (or will use) Verilog simulators from more 

that one CAE vendorthat one CAE vendor
"" Models should compile with multiple simulatorsModels should compile with multiple simulators
"" Models should generate consistent simulation results with Models should generate consistent simulation results with 

multiple simulatorsmultiple simulators
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The AnswerThe Answer

"" Please select the most correct answer:Please select the most correct answer:
!! YesYes
!! NoNo
!! MaybeMaybe
!! Who CaresWho Cares
!! To Be DeterminedTo Be Determined
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Topics to be Discussed in this TutorialTopics to be Discussed in this Tutorial

"" SimulationSimulation
"" Modeling requirements for optimum simulation performanceModeling requirements for optimum simulation performance

"" SynthesisSynthesis
"" Modeling requirements for accurate synthesisModeling requirements for accurate synthesis
"" Modeling requirements for optimum synthesis performanceModeling requirements for optimum synthesis performance

"" Clone simulators and other CAE toolsClone simulators and other CAE tools
"" Modeling within the OVI language standardsModeling within the OVI language standards
"" Avoiding “features” peculiar to a specific CAE toolAvoiding “features” peculiar to a specific CAE tool

"" Getting the most out of multiple toolsGetting the most out of multiple tools
"" Maintaining simulation performance with a synthesis subsetMaintaining simulation performance with a synthesis subset
"" Other considerationsOther considerations
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Part OnePart One

Modeling for Simulation PerformanceModeling for Simulation PerformanceModeling for Simulation PerformanceModeling for Simulation PerformanceModeling for Simulation PerformanceModeling for Simulation PerformanceModeling for Simulation PerformanceModeling for Simulation Performance
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What is Simulation Performance?What is Simulation Performance?

"" Memory usageMemory usage
"" Total virtual memory sizeTotal virtual memory size
"" Working set size (physical memory required)Working set size (physical memory required)

"" Simulation run timeSimulation run time
"" CPU timeCPU time
"" Wall clock timeWall clock time
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Factors Affecting Memory UsageFactors Affecting Memory Usage

"" Number and size of variables and signalsNumber and size of variables and signals
"" Data types of signalsData types of signals
"" Number of behavioral statementsNumber of behavioral statements
"" Number of test patternsNumber of test patterns
"" Style of test patternsStyle of test patterns
"" Number of hierarchical structuresNumber of hierarchical structures
"" Number of gates/switchesNumber of gates/switches
"" Number of user defined primitivesNumber of user defined primitives
"" Number of path delaysNumber of path delays
"" Number of timing checksNumber of timing checks
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Factors Affecting Run TimeFactors Affecting Run Time

"" Number of simulation eventsNumber of simulation events
"" Calculation of delaysCalculation of delays
"" Calculation of timing checks (setup, hold, ...)Calculation of timing checks (setup, hold, ...)
"" Number of system memory lookupsNumber of system memory lookups
"" Number of system memory page faultsNumber of system memory page faults
"" Processing of internal simulation time wheelsProcessing of internal simulation time wheels
"" Usage of slower internal simulation algorithmsUsage of slower internal simulation algorithms
"" Switching between internal simulation algorithmsSwitching between internal simulation algorithms
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When Should You Worry About ModelingWhen Should You Worry About Modeling
for Best Performance?for Best Performance?

!! When you write the modelsWhen you write the models
"" Every model should be written with performance in mind so that Every model should be written with performance in mind so that 

performance is never a problem later onperformance is never a problem later on

!! Not until performance is a problemNot until performance is a problem
"" Performance is not a problem most of the timePerformance is not a problem most of the time
"" Modeling for performance takes too longModeling for performance takes too long
"" It’s faster to find and fix performance bottlenecks if and when It’s faster to find and fix performance bottlenecks if and when 

performance is a problemperformance is a problem

!! All of the aboveAll of the above
"" Decide in advance what models will cause performance problems Decide in advance what models will cause performance problems 

and model those for optimum performanceand model those for optimum performance
"" Many models use a relatively small percentage of the total Many models use a relatively small percentage of the total 

simulation events, and so have little impact on performancesimulation events, and so have little impact on performance
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Improving Simulation PerformanceImproving Simulation Performance
After Models have been WrittenAfter Models have been Written

"" Finding performance problems after models are written usually Finding performance problems after models are written usually 
involves running simulations and analyzing the performance usinginvolves running simulations and analyzing the performance using
software toolssoftware tools
"" VerilogVerilog--XL’sXL’s “Behavioral Profiler” and other built“Behavioral Profiler” and other built--in tasksin tasks
"" Third party PLI programsThird party PLI programs
"" Your own PLI programsYour own PLI programs

"" Code reviews can be used to look for performance bottlenecks witCode reviews can be used to look for performance bottlenecks without hout 
running simulationsrunning simulations

Caution:  The Simulation General has determined that fixing Caution:  The Simulation General has determined that fixing 
performance problems in working models can be hazardous to performance problems in working models can be hazardous to 
your development schedule !your development schedule !
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Focusing on Models Likely to CauseFocusing on Models Likely to Cause
Performance ProblemsPerformance Problems

"" Focus on modeling for performance with the types of models that Focus on modeling for performance with the types of models that you you 
spend the most time simulatingspend the most time simulating

________ % of my simulations are developing and debugging% of my simulations are developing and debugging
behavioral models before synthesisbehavioral models before synthesis

________ % of my simulations are debugging structural models% of my simulations are debugging structural models
after synthesisafter synthesis

________ % of my simulations are debugging structural models% of my simulations are debugging structural models
after delay calculation or back annotationafter delay calculation or back annotation
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Focusing on Models Likely to CauseFocusing on Models Likely to Cause
Performance ProblemsPerformance Problems

"" Focus on modeling for performance with the models will have highFocus on modeling for performance with the models will have high
percentages of total simulation eventspercentages of total simulation events

"" Clock generators and oscillatorsClock generators and oscillators
"" Circuits that trigger on every clock cycleCircuits that trigger on every clock cycle
"" CachesCaches
"" StimulusStimulus
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Tips and ExamplesTips and Examples

"" Most examples have been extracted from real modelsMost examples have been extracted from real models
"" All examples have been abridged to emphasize key points (and to All examples have been abridged to emphasize key points (and to 

fit on the overheads)fit on the overheads)
"" Names have been changed to protect the innocentNames have been changed to protect the innocent

"" Examples and tips in this section of the tutorial focus on simulExamples and tips in this section of the tutorial focus on simulation ation 
performanceperformance
"" Synthesis and other factors will be discussed later in this tutoSynthesis and other factors will be discussed later in this tutorialrial

Please point out any modeling issues when you think of them;Please point out any modeling issues when you think of them;
We want lots of discussion !We want lots of discussion !
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Improving Performance byImproving Performance by
Reducing the Data Structure SizeReducing the Data Structure Size

"" The size of the simulation data structure:The size of the simulation data structure:
"" Determines how large of a design can be simulated on a systemDetermines how large of a design can be simulated on a system
"" Affects performance when the operating system must page parts ofAffects performance when the operating system must page parts of

the simulation out of physical memory and into virtual memorythe simulation out of physical memory and into virtual memory

"" Most designers do not consider memory requirements when writing Most designers do not consider memory requirements when writing 
modelsmodels

"" A reduction of 20% to 80% (up to 5x) can be achieved on typical A reduction of 20% to 80% (up to 5x) can be achieved on typical 
designsdesigns
"" Is reducing the system memory requirements by a factor of 5 wortIs reducing the system memory requirements by a factor of 5 worth h 

the effort?the effort?
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Improving the Data Structure Size byImproving the Data Structure Size by
Limiting Source File TextLimiting Source File Text

"" Some simulators keep source file text in the simulation data strSome simulators keep source file text in the simulation data structure ucture 
to aid in debugging routines ($to aid in debugging routines ($showvarsshowvars, $list, $trace ...), $list, $trace ...)

"" Source text stored in the data structure may be reduced by:Source text stored in the data structure may be reduced by:

"" Using Verilog defaults instead of explicit statementsUsing Verilog defaults instead of explicit statements
"" wire a;wire a; // no declaration needed// no declaration needed
"" nandnand #(2,2) (y, a, b);#(2,2) (y, a, b); // use  #2  for delay// use  #2  for delay
"" xorxor (strong0, strong1) (y, a, b);(strong0, strong1) (y, a, b); // no strength needed// no strength needed

"" Using a single statement for similar declarationsUsing a single statement for similar declarations
"" input a;input a; // use   input a, b, c;// use   input a, b, c;

input b;input b;
input c;input c;
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Improving the Data Structure Size byImproving the Data Structure Size by
Omitting Source File TextOmitting Source File Text

"" Some simulators provide methods to omit some source text from thSome simulators provide methods to omit some source text from the e 
data structuredata structure

"" `remove_`remove_gatenamesgatenames will omit primitive instance names in the will omit primitive instance names in the 
simulation data structuresimulation data structure
"" Primitive instance names are not required for simulationPrimitive instance names are not required for simulation

"" `remove_`remove_netnamesnetnames will omit net identifier names in the simulation will omit net identifier names in the simulation 
data structuredata structure
"" Net names are required if explicit port connections are usedNet names are required if explicit port connections are used
"" Net names may be required for debugging designsNet names may be required for debugging designs
"" Net names may be required for PLI and SDF utilitiesNet names may be required for PLI and SDF utilities
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Improving the Data Structure Size byImproving the Data Structure Size by
Removing Unnecessary HierarchyRemoving Unnecessary Hierarchy

"" Hierarchy formed by modules and module instances makes modeling Hierarchy formed by modules and module instances makes modeling 
easier, but is not always required for simulationeasier, but is not always required for simulation
"" TheThe macromodulemacromodule keyword allows hierarchy to be used for writing an keyword allows hierarchy to be used for writing an 

maintaining modelsmaintaining models
"" MacromodulesMacromodules are flattened in the simulation data structure, are flattened in the simulation data structure, 

removing the memory consumed by the hierarchyremoving the memory consumed by the hierarchy
"" MacromodulesMacromodules do not support all Verilog HDL constructsdo not support all Verilog HDL constructs

modulemodule state_machine (state_machine (clkclk,...);,...);
inputinput clkclk, ...;, ...;
output ...;output ...;
regreg [7:0] state;[7:0] state;

always @ (always @ (posedge clkposedge clk))
case (case (opcodeopcode))
......

endmoduleendmodule

Inefficient ModelInefficient Model
macromodulemacromodule state_machinestate_machine
((clkclk,...);,...);
inputinput clkclk, ...;, ...;
output ...;output ...;
regreg [7:0] state;[7:0] state;

always @ (always @ (posedge clkposedge clk))
case (case (opcodeopcode))
......

endmoduleendmodule

Efficient ModelEfficient Model
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Improving the Data Structure Size byImproving the Data Structure Size by
Removing Unnecessary SignalsRemoving Unnecessary Signals

"" Sometimes engineers create signal bundles in order to make Sometimes engineers create signal bundles in order to make 
debugging easierdebugging easier
"" The signal bundles have no functional purpose in the designThe signal bundles have no functional purpose in the design

"" Use Use `define`define to create aliases to refer to several signals instead of to create aliases to refer to several signals instead of 
creating a noncreating a non--functional signalfunctional signal

wire [117:0]wire [117:0]
critical_signals;critical_signals;
assign critical_signals =assign critical_signals =

{data_bus, cntrl1, cntrl2,{data_bus, cntrl1, cntrl2,
address_bus, enable,...};address_bus, enable,...};

initialinitial
$monitor(“...”,$monitor(“...”,

critical_signalscritical_signals););

`define critical_signals`define critical_signals
{data_bus, cntrl1, cntrl2,{data_bus, cntrl1, cntrl2,
address_bus, enable,...}address_bus, enable,...}

initialinitial
$monitor(“...”,$monitor(“...”,

`critical_signals`critical_signals););

Inefficient ModelInefficient Model Efficient ModelEfficient Model
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Improving the Data Structure Size byImproving the Data Structure Size by
Reducing Memory ArraysReducing Memory Arrays

"" Memories are easy to model in Verilog using register arraysMemories are easy to model in Verilog using register arrays
"" Simulation stores the entire memory in the data structureSimulation stores the entire memory in the data structure
"" Example:  Simulator “Brand X” uses 2 bits of data structure for Example:  Simulator “Brand X” uses 2 bits of data structure for 

each bit of memory modeleach bit of memory model
a 64 meg memory model = 128 meg of data structurea 64 meg memory model = 128 meg of data structure

"" Memory may be modeled so that only the active portion of the memMemory may be modeled so that only the active portion of the memory ory 
is stored in the data structureis stored in the data structure
"" Using PLIUsing PLI
"" Using the $Using the $damemdamem dynamic memory task in Verilogdynamic memory task in Verilog--XLXL
"" Using mapping schemes with standard Verilog HDL to maintain Using mapping schemes with standard Verilog HDL to maintain 

only a subsection of the entire memoryonly a subsection of the entire memory
An 8 meg subsection of a 64 meg memory = 16 megabyte data An 8 meg subsection of a 64 meg memory = 16 megabyte data 
structure; an  8x  reduction in data structure sizestructure; an  8x  reduction in data structure size
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Improving the Data Structure Size byImproving the Data Structure Size by
Using Behavioral Stimulus or PLIUsing Behavioral Stimulus or PLI

◆◆ Test stimulus may be modeled in several waysTest stimulus may be modeled in several ways

## As vectors in a long procedural blockAs vectors in a long procedural block
## Adequate performanceAdequate performance
## Poor data structure efficiencyPoor data structure efficiency

## As vectors in a file loaded into an arrayAs vectors in a file loaded into an array
## Adequate performanceAdequate performance
## Poor data structure efficiencyPoor data structure efficiency

## As vectors in a file read with PLIAs vectors in a file read with PLI
## Poor performancePoor performance
## Good data structure efficiencyGood data structure efficiency

## As HDL behavioral statementsAs HDL behavioral statements
## Good performanceGood performance
## Good data structure efficiencyGood data structure efficiency

initial begininitial begin
#10 in = 8’b00000000;#10 in = 8’b00000000;
#10 in = 8’b00000001;#10 in = 8’b00000001;
......

regreg [8:1] V [1:`N];[8:1] V [1:`N];
initial begininitial begin
$$readmembreadmemb(“test”, V);(“test”, V);
for (i=1; i<=`N;for (i=1; i<=`N;
i=i+1)i=i+1)
#10 in = V[i];#10 in = V[i];

initialinitial
for (i=1; i<=`N; i=i+1)for (i=1; i<=`N; i=i+1)
#10#10

$my_$my_plipli(“test”,in);(“test”,in);

initialinitial
for (i=1; i<=`N; i=i+1)for (i=1; i<=`N; i=i+1)
#10 in = i;#10 in = i;
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Improving the Data Structure Size byImproving the Data Structure Size by
Omitting Unnecessary DataOmitting Unnecessary Data

"" Use  Use  `̀ifdefifdef to only compile the data needed for each simulationto only compile the data needed for each simulation

`̀ifdefifdef full_timingfull_timing
`timescale 1ns/10ps`timescale 1ns/10ps

`else`else
`timescale 1ns/1ns`timescale 1ns/1ns
`delay_mode_unit`delay_mode_unit
`no_timing_checks`no_timing_checks

`̀endifendif
module my_chip (....);module my_chip (....);
......
`̀ifdefifdef full_timingfull_timing
specifyspecify
(in *> out) = ...(in *> out) = ...
`̀ifdefifdef delay_calcdelay_calc

specparamspecparam ......
`̀endifendif

endspecifyendspecify
`̀endifendif

endmoduleendmodule

`timescale 1ns/1ns`timescale 1ns/1ns
module test;module test;
......
`̀ifdefifdef debugdebug
task monitor;task monitor;
beginbegin
$monitor (...);$monitor (...);
$$vcdvcd_dump_dump

(....);(....);
......

endtaskendtask
task debug_task debug_alualu;;
......

endtaskendtask
`̀endifendif
......

endmoduleendmodule

Efficient StimulusEfficient Stimulus Efficient ModelEfficient Model
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Improving the Data Structure Size byImproving the Data Structure Size by
Reducing the Gate CountReducing the Gate Count

"" The functionality of several gate primitives can often be represThe functionality of several gate primitives can often be represented as ented as 
one or two User Defined Primitivesone or two User Defined Primitives
"" Very useful in library cell modelsVery useful in library cell models
"" May be useful with full custom modelsMay be useful with full custom models

"" Example:Example:
"" Simulator “Brand X” requires 300 bytesSimulator “Brand X” requires 300 bytes--perper--gategate
"" A DA D--FlipFlip--Flop with Scan is modeled with 10 discrete gatesFlop with Scan is modeled with 10 discrete gates
"" A complex ASIC design uses 5,000 of the FlipA complex ASIC design uses 5,000 of the Flip--FlopsFlops

5,000 X 5,000 X 1010 X 300 bytes = 15 megabytesX 300 bytes = 15 megabytes

"" The same FlipThe same Flip--Flop is modeled with 2Flop is modeled with 2 UDPsUDPs

5,000 X 5,000 X 22 X 300 bytes = 3 megabytesX 300 bytes = 3 megabytes
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Typical Data Structure Size ReductionsTypical Data Structure Size Reductions

Typical data structure reductionTypical data structure reduction
"" Limiting Source File TextLimiting Source File Text 1%1% toto 5%5%
"" Omitting Source File TextOmitting Source File Text 2%2% toto 5%5%
"" Removing Unnecessary HierarchyRemoving Unnecessary Hierarchy 5%5% toto 20%20%
"" Removing Unnecessary SignalsRemoving Unnecessary Signals 1%1% toto 5%5%
"" Reducing memory ArraysReducing memory Arrays 5%5% toto 10%10%
"" Using Behavioral Stimulus or PLIUsing Behavioral Stimulus or PLI 0%0% toto 10%10%
"" Omitting Unnecessary DataOmitting Unnecessary Data 1%1% toto 5%5%
"" Reducing the Gate CountReducing the Gate Count 5%5% toto 20%20%

Total:Total: 20%20% toto 80%80%

"" Typical memory reduction is Typical memory reduction is 1.25x1.25x to  to  5x5x
"" A design requiring 64 megabytes of memory for simulation can A design requiring 64 megabytes of memory for simulation can 

typically be reduced to 12 to 48 megabytestypically be reduced to 12 to 48 megabytes
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Improving Simulation Run TimesImproving Simulation Run Times

"" Modeling style can have a significant effect on simulation run tModeling style can have a significant effect on simulation run timesimes

"" A performance increase of A performance increase of 1.5x1.5x to to 5x5x is possible on typical modelsis possible on typical models
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Reducing Compile and Link TimesReducing Compile and Link Times

"" Keep compilation and linking in physical memoryKeep compilation and linking in physical memory
"" Page faulting kills compile and link performancePage faulting kills compile and link performance

"" Minimize the size of the data structureMinimize the size of the data structure
"" Less physical memory requiredLess physical memory required
"" Less compilation and linking requiredLess compilation and linking required

"" Avoid compiling unnecessary data by using conditional compilatioAvoid compiling unnecessary data by using conditional compilationn
( ( `̀ifdefifdef ))

"" Some simulators offer a choice between “interpretive” mode and Some simulators offer a choice between “interpretive” mode and 
“compiled” mode“compiled” mode
"" Interpretive mode will compile and link faster (only needs to buInterpretive mode will compile and link faster (only needs to build ild 

pseudopseudo--code and link lists)code and link lists)
"" Interpretive mode will simulate slowerInterpretive mode will simulate slower
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Avoid Virtual Memory Paging During SimulationAvoid Virtual Memory Paging During Simulation

"" Page faulting kills simulation runPage faulting kills simulation run--time performancetime performance
"" If a simulation begins to page fault, abort it !If a simulation begins to page fault, abort it !

"" Minimize the size of the data structureMinimize the size of the data structure
"" Less physical memory requiredLess physical memory required

"" Only part of the total data structure is required during actual Only part of the total data structure is required during actual 
simulationsimulation
"" A portion of the data structure is used for during interactive A portion of the data structure is used for during interactive 

debugging, etc.debugging, etc.
"" Example:  If simulator “Brand X” uses 66% of the data structure Example:  If simulator “Brand X” uses 66% of the data structure 

during simulation, a 48 megabyte data structure will simulate induring simulation, a 48 megabyte data structure will simulate in 32 32 
megabytes of RAM without page faultingmegabytes of RAM without page faulting
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Improve Simulation Run Times byImprove Simulation Run Times by
Eliminating Unnecessary EventsEliminating Unnecessary Events

"" Simulation models often contain events that do not affect the moSimulation models often contain events that do not affect the model del 
outputsoutputs

"" The following examples show several ways to:The following examples show several ways to:
"" reduce the number of simulation eventsreduce the number of simulation events
"" reduce the processing overhead required to process simulation reduce the processing overhead required to process simulation 

eventsevents
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Improve Simulation Run Times byImprove Simulation Run Times by
Only Executing Statements If NeededOnly Executing Statements If Needed

"" In behavioral models, statements should only be executed when thIn behavioral models, statements should only be executed when there ere 
will be a change to the resultwill be a change to the result
"" Example 1: The model on the left evaluates “Q” at each clock cycExample 1: The model on the left evaluates “Q” at each clock cycle, le, 

even if “data” has not changedeven if “data” has not changed

"" Example 2: The model on the left triggers on every clock cycle, Example 2: The model on the left triggers on every clock cycle, 
even if “reset” is assertedeven if “reset” is asserted

always @(always @(posedgeposedge clock)clock)
Q = data;Q = data;

alwaysalways @(data)@(data)
@(@(posedgeposedge clock)clock)
Q = data;Q = data;

always @(always @(posedgeposedge clock)clock)
if ( !reset )if ( !reset )
state = next_state;state = next_state;

alwaysalways wait ( !reset )wait ( !reset )
@(@(posedgeposedge clock)clock)
if ( !reset )if ( !reset )
state = next_state;state = next_state;

Inefficient ModelInefficient Model Efficient ModelEfficient Model

Inefficient ModelInefficient Model Efficient ModelEfficient Model
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Improve Simulation Run Times byImprove Simulation Run Times by
Combining Multiple OperationsCombining Multiple Operations

"" The results of a procedure should be determined with as few The results of a procedure should be determined with as few 
statements as possiblestatements as possible
"" In the example below, if the operation required rotating 24 bitsIn the example below, if the operation required rotating 24 bits, the , the 

model on the left would execute 97 operations, whereas the modelmodel on the left would execute 97 operations, whereas the model
on the right would execute 1 operationon the right would execute 1 operation

function [31:0] rotate;function [31:0] rotate;
input ...input ...
beginbegin
for (i=1; i<=N; i=i+1)for (i=1; i<=N; i=i+1)
beginbegin
tmptmp = data[0];= data[0];
data[30:0] = data[31:1];data[30:0] = data[31:1];
data[31] =data[31] = tmptmp;;
endend
rotate = data;rotate = data;
endend
endfunctionendfunction

Inefficient ModelInefficient Model

function [31:0] rotate;function [31:0] rotate;
input ...input ...
rotate =rotate =
{data[N{data[N--1:0],1:0],

data[31:N]};data[31:N]};
endfunctionendfunction

Efficient ModelEfficient Model
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Improve Simulation Run Times byImprove Simulation Run Times by
Avoiding Null EventsAvoiding Null Events

"" Each “ Each “ ;; ” used as a no” used as a no--op causes an event which does nothingop causes an event which does nothing

"" Each “Each “beginbegin” and “” and “endend” will cause an event in some simulators” will cause an event in some simulators
"" The model on the left executes 3 null events each time a fetch The model on the left executes 3 null events each time a fetch 

operation is performed, the model on the right has no null eventoperation is performed, the model on the right has no null eventss

always @(always @(posedgeposedge fetch)fetch)
beginbegin
do_my_task;do_my_task;
#100 ;#100 ;

endend

initialinitial
beginbegin
@(@(posedgeposedge fetch) do_my_task;fetch) do_my_task;
#100 forever @(#100 forever @(posedgeposedge

fetch)fetch)
#100 do_my_task;#100 do_my_task;

endend

Inefficient ModelInefficient Model Efficient ModelEfficient Model
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Improve Simulation Run Times byImprove Simulation Run Times by
Reducing Wait State EventsReducing Wait State Events

"" Wait states and other cycle based delays should be modeled with Wait states and other cycle based delays should be modeled with as as 
few events as possiblefew events as possible
"" The model on the left processes several unnecessary events for The model on the left processes several unnecessary events for 

each wait stateeach wait state

if ( cache_miss == 1 )if ( cache_miss == 1 )
begin: wait_statebegin: wait_state
count = 0;count = 0;
while ( count <= 2 )while ( count <= 2 )
beginbegin
@(@(posedge clkposedge clk))
count = count +count = count +

1;1;
endend

end // wait_stateend // wait_state
data = ...data = ...

if (if ( cache_misscache_miss ))
repeat (3) @(repeat (3) @(posedge clkposedge clk) ;) ;

data = data_bus;data = data_bus;

if (if ( cache_misscache_miss ))
@(@(posedge clkposedge clk)) #(`cycle * 2)#(`cycle * 2)
data = data_bus;data = data_bus;

oror

Inefficient ModelInefficient Model Efficient ModelEfficient Model
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Improve Simulation Run Times byImprove Simulation Run Times by
Disabling Inactive LogicDisabling Inactive Logic

"" Logic that is not currently selected is still producing events uLogic that is not currently selected is still producing events unless the nless the 
logic is “disabled”logic is “disabled”
"" In the example below, the model on the left continuously performIn the example below, the model on the left continuously performs s 

the ALU operations, even when the ALU output is not able to the ALU operations, even when the ALU output is not able to 
changechange

always @(always @(opAopA,, opBopB,, opcodeopcode))
alualu_out =_out =

alualu_function(...);_function(...);

always @(idle)always @(idle)
if (idle == 1’b1)if (idle == 1’b1)
assignassign alualu_out = 64’b0;_out = 64’b0;
elseelse
deassign aludeassign alu_out;_out;
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alwaysalways wait ( !idle )wait ( !idle )
begin:begin: alualu_operation_operation
forever @(forever @(opAopA,, opBopB,, opcodeopcode))
alualu_out =_out = alualu_function(...);_function(...);

endend

always @(always @(posedgeposedge idle)idle)
beginbegin
disabledisable alualu_operation;_operation;
alualu_out = 64’b0;_out = 64’b0;
endend
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Improve Simulation Run Times byImprove Simulation Run Times by
Only Evaluating Statements When RequiredOnly Evaluating Statements When Required

"" Models that combine sequential logic and combinational logic (suModels that combine sequential logic and combinational logic (such as ch as 
transparent latches) should only evaluate the statements requiretransparent latches) should only evaluate the statements required for d for 
the mode of the modelthe mode of the model

"" In the example below, The model on the left must evaluate the In the example below, The model on the left must evaluate the 
decision on the sequential state of the latch every time data decision on the sequential state of the latch every time data 
changeschanges

/* 32/* 32--bit transparent latch */bit transparent latch */

always @(gate or data)always @(gate or data)
if (!gate) //transparent modeif (!gate) //transparent mode
q = data;q = data;
else //latched modeelse //latched mode
q = q;q = q;
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/* 32/* 32--bit transparent latch */bit transparent latch */

always @(gate)always @(gate)
if (!gate) //transparent modeif (!gate) //transparent mode
assignassign q = data;q = data;
else //latched modeelse //latched mode
deassigndeassign q;q;
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Improve Simulation Run Times byImprove Simulation Run Times by
Reducing Unnecessary OperationsReducing Unnecessary Operations

"" Minimize the number of operations to evaluate an expressionMinimize the number of operations to evaluate an expression
"" Example 1: The model on the left performs an unnecessary equalitExample 1: The model on the left performs an unnecessary equality y 

comparison (plus other inefficiencies)comparison (plus other inefficiencies)

"" Example 2: The model on the left evaluates the debug Example 2: The model on the left evaluates the debug 
concatenation even when the result will not be displayedconcatenation even when the result will not be displayed

parameter TRUE = 1;parameter TRUE = 1;
always @(always @(posedge clkposedge clk))
if (if (evaleval_flag == TRUE)_flag == TRUE)
......
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alwaysalways wait (wait (evaleval_flag)_flag)
@(@(posedge clkposedge clk))
if (if (evaleval_flag_flag))
......

assign debug_signals =assign debug_signals =
{data_bus,cntrl1,cntrl2,...};{data_bus,cntrl1,cntrl2,...};

initial (if DEBUG == 1)initial (if DEBUG == 1)
$monitor(“...”,debug_signals);$monitor(“...”,debug_signals);

Inefficient ModelInefficient Model Efficient ModelEfficient Model

`define debug_signals`define debug_signals
{data_bus,cntrl1,cntrl2,...}{data_bus,cntrl1,cntrl2,...}

`̀ifdefifdef DEBUGDEBUG
initialinitial

$monitor(“...”,$monitor(“...”,`debug_signals`debug_signals););
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Improve Simulation Run Times byImprove Simulation Run Times by
Using Blocking AssignmentsUsing Blocking Assignments

"" The Verilog HDL provides 4 types of procedural assignmentsThe Verilog HDL provides 4 types of procedural assignments
"" blocking assignmentblocking assignment #5 a = b + c;#5 a = b + c;
"" intraintra--delay blocking assignmentdelay blocking assignment a = #5 b + c;a = #5 b + c;
"" nonnon--blocking assignmentblocking assignment a <= b + c;a <= b + c;
"" intraintra--delay nondelay non--blocking assignmentblocking assignment a <= #5 b + c;a <= #5 b + c;

"" The blocking assignment executes in 1 step The blocking assignment executes in 1 step –– it is evaluated and it is evaluated and 
assigned at the same delta timeassigned at the same delta time

"" The nonThe non--blocking and intrablocking and intra--delay assignments are executed in 2 steps, delay assignments are executed in 2 steps, 
the assignment is evaluated immediately, and assigned after the the assignment is evaluated immediately, and assigned after the delaydelay
"" The 2The 2--step assignments require additional simulation overheadstep assignments require additional simulation overhead
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Improve Simulation Run Times byImprove Simulation Run Times by
Reducing Data Structure AccessesReducing Data Structure Accesses

"" Processing time is lost each time a variable is referenced or alProcessing time is lost each time a variable is referenced or alteredtered
"" Use literal values instead of variables where the value will notUse literal values instead of variables where the value will not

change during a simulationchange during a simulation

integer I;integer I;
parameter N = 1024,parameter N = 1024,

INC = 4,INC = 4,
Delay = 1.2;Delay = 1.2;

always @(always @(negedge clknegedge clk))
for (I=0; I<N; I=I+INC)for (I=0; I<N; I=I+INC)
#Delay ...#Delay ...

regreg [10:0] I;[10:0] I;
`define N 1024`define N 1024
`define INC 4`define INC 4
`define Delay 1.2`define Delay 1.2
always @(always @(negedge clknegedge clk))
for (I=0; I<for (I=0; I<`N`N; I=I+; I=I+`INC`INC))
##`Delay`Delay ......
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parameter ADD = 4’h0;parameter ADD = 4’h0;
parameter SUB = 4’h1;parameter SUB = 4’h1;
parameter ...parameter ...
always @(always @(opcodeopcode))
case (case (opcodeopcode))
ADD : ...ADD : ...

`define ADD 4’h0`define ADD 4’h0
`define SUB 4’h1`define SUB 4’h1
`define ...`define ...
always @(always @(opcodeopcode))
case (case (opcodeopcode))
`ADD`ADD : ...: ...
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Improve Simulation Run Times byImprove Simulation Run Times by
Eliminating Unnecessary OutputEliminating Unnecessary Output

"" Monitoring simulation logic values requires considerable processMonitoring simulation logic values requires considerable processing ing 
overheadoverhead
"" Use prudence in selecting the signals to be captured for outputUse prudence in selecting the signals to be captured for output
"" Use conditional compilation ( Use conditional compilation ( `̀ifdefifdef ) to only compile debug ) to only compile debug 

routines when requiredroutines when required
"" Use tasks that are invoked interactively to only turn on debug Use tasks that are invoked interactively to only turn on debug 

routines when neededroutines when needed

initialinitial
$monitor(“...”, a, b, c);$monitor(“...”, a, b, c);

`̀ifdefifdef DEBUGDEBUG
task monitor;task monitor;
forever @(a or b or c)forever @(a or b or c)
$display(“...”, a, b, c);$display(“...”, a, b, c);

endtaskendtask
task no_monitor;task no_monitor;
disable monitor;disable monitor;

endtaskendtask
`̀endifendif

Inefficient ModelInefficient Model Efficient ModelEfficient Model
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Improve Simulation Run Times byImprove Simulation Run Times by
Reducing Gate Level EventsReducing Gate Level Events

"" The number of gates through which signals propagate may be reducThe number of gates through which signals propagate may be reduced ed 
by using User Defined Primitivesby using User Defined Primitives
"" One UDP can represent several gatesOne UDP can represent several gates

"" Simulation of structural cellSimulation of structural cell--based or fullbased or full--custom designs will speed custom designs will speed 
up substantially ifup substantially if UDP’sUDP’s are used in the modelsare used in the models
"" In a test design with 10,000 FlipIn a test design with 10,000 Flip--Flops, simulation speed was Flops, simulation speed was 

increased by a factor of  15x  by modeling the Flipincreased by a factor of  15x  by modeling the Flip--Flops asFlops as UDP’sUDP’s
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Improve Simulation Performance byImprove Simulation Performance by
Reducing Time Wheel OverheadReducing Time Wheel Overhead

"" Some simulators use a time wheel to process event delaysSome simulators use a time wheel to process event delays
"" Accessing the time wheel is processing overhead that increases Accessing the time wheel is processing overhead that increases 

simulation run timessimulation run times
"" Models should be written to achieve a high number of events for Models should be written to achieve a high number of events for 

each tick in the time wheeleach tick in the time wheel
"" Large delays and high timescale precision result in fewer eventsLarge delays and high timescale precision result in fewer events

per time wheel tickper time wheel tick

`̀ifdefifdef full_timingfull_timing
`timescale 1ns/1ps`timescale 1ns/1ps

`else`else
`timescale 1ns/1ns`timescale 1ns/1ns
`delay_mode_unit`delay_mode_unit
`no_timing_checks`no_timing_checks

`̀endifendif
module my_chip (....);module my_chip (....);
......
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`timescale 1ns/1ps`timescale 1ns/1ps
module my_chip (....);module my_chip (....);
......
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Improve Simulation Run Times byImprove Simulation Run Times by
Eliminating Timing ChecksEliminating Timing Checks

"" The evaluation of timing checks is significant simulation overheThe evaluation of timing checks is significant simulation overheadad

`̀ifdefifdef full_timingfull_timing
`timescale 1ns/10ps`timescale 1ns/10ps

`else`else
`timescale 1ns/1ns`timescale 1ns/1ns
`delay_mode_unit`delay_mode_unit
`no_timing_checks`no_timing_checks

`̀endifendif
module my_chip (....);module my_chip (....);
......
`̀ifdefifdef full_timingfull_timing
specifyspecify
(in *> out) = ...(in *> out) = ...
`̀ifdefifdef delay_calcdelay_calc

specparamspecparam ......
`̀endifendif

endspecifyendspecify
`̀endifendif

endmoduleendmodule

`timescale 1ns/10ps`timescale 1ns/10ps
module my_chip (....);module my_chip (....);
......
specifyspecify
(in *> out) = ...(in *> out) = ...

specparamspecparam ......
`̀endifendif

endspecifyendspecify
endmoduleendmodule
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Acceleration AlgorithmsAcceleration Algorithms

"" A simulator algorithm will process some HDL constructs more A simulator algorithm will process some HDL constructs more 
efficiently than other constructsefficiently than other constructs
"" Each and every Verilog simulator has its own unique strengths anEach and every Verilog simulator has its own unique strengths and d 

weaknesses in regards to performanceweaknesses in regards to performance

"" Some simulators have special “acceleration” algorithms for certaSome simulators have special “acceleration” algorithms for certain in 
modeling constructsmodeling constructs
"" Acceleration algorithms often have restrictions on how constructAcceleration algorithms often have restrictions on how constructs s 

may be used in order to be acceleratedmay be used in order to be accelerated
"" Constructs that do not meet the acceleration restrictions are Constructs that do not meet the acceleration restrictions are 

simulated by a slower algorithmsimulated by a slower algorithm

"" For optimum performance, models should For optimum performance, models should usuallyusually use the most use the most 
efficient algorithmefficient algorithm
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Improve Simulation Run Times byImprove Simulation Run Times by
Using the Fastest AlgorithmUsing the Fastest Algorithm

"" The Cadence “XL” algorithm “accelerates” unidirectional primitivThe Cadence “XL” algorithm “accelerates” unidirectional primitives, es, 
but it cannot accelerate primitives that:but it cannot accelerate primitives that:

Note: Though this example is specific to the Cadence Verilog-XL simulator,  
the concept of using the most optimum algorithm applies to all simulators

" Have an expression on an input " " " " Have an input that has been forced
" Have more than one output " " " " Have a non-constant delay
" Have a bit-select of a register data type on an input

reg [31:0] a_reg, b_reg;
wire [31:0] a_wire, b_wire;
assign a_wire = a_reg;
assign b_wire = b_reg;
xor (y[0], a_wire[0], b_wire[0]);

Efficient Model
reg [31:0] a_reg, b_reg;
xor (y[0], a_reg[0], b_reg[0]);

Inefficient Model
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Improve Simulation Run Times byImprove Simulation Run Times by
Reducing Algorithm CommunicationReducing Algorithm Communication

"" Simulators that have multiple algorithms must switch between Simulators that have multiple algorithms must switch between 
algorithms when events propagate across themalgorithms when events propagate across them
"" Switching between algorithms is processing overhead that Switching between algorithms is processing overhead that 

increases simulation run timesincreases simulation run times
"" Models should be written to use the same algorithm as much as Models should be written to use the same algorithm as much as 

possiblepossible
"" Example: Use a behavioral clock oscillator for behavioral modelsExample: Use a behavioral clock oscillator for behavioral models

and a gate clock oscillator for gate level modelsand a gate clock oscillator for gate level models

//behavioral and gate clocks//behavioral and gate clocks
always #10always #10 BclkBclk = ~= ~BclkBclk;;
nandnand #10 (#10 (GclkGclk,, GclkGclk,, rstrst););

dffdff (( GclkGclk, d,, d, rstrst, q );, q );

always @(always @(posedgeposedge BclkBclk))
......

Efficient ModelEfficient Model

//behavioral clock only//behavioral clock only
always #10always #10 clkclk = ~= ~clkclk;;

dffdff (( clkclk, d,, d, rstrst, q );, q );

always @(always @(posedgeposedge clkclk))
......

Inefficient ModelInefficient Model
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Part TwoPart Two

Modeling for SynthesisModeling for SynthesisModeling for SynthesisModeling for SynthesisModeling for SynthesisModeling for SynthesisModeling for SynthesisModeling for Synthesis
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(John Cooley presented 12 pages at this point,
using overhead transparencies)
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Part ThreePart Three

Modeling for Verilog Clone SimulatorsModeling for Verilog Clone SimulatorsModeling for Verilog Clone SimulatorsModeling for Verilog Clone SimulatorsModeling for Verilog Clone SimulatorsModeling for Verilog Clone SimulatorsModeling for Verilog Clone SimulatorsModeling for Verilog Clone Simulators
and Other CAE Toolsand Other CAE Toolsand Other CAE Toolsand Other CAE Toolsand Other CAE Toolsand Other CAE Toolsand Other CAE Toolsand Other CAE Tools
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Modeling for Clone simulatorsModeling for Clone simulators

"" Most (all?) existing models were written for the Cadence VerilogMost (all?) existing models were written for the Cadence Verilog--XL XL 
simulatorsimulator
"" VerilogVerilog--XL supports a superset of the OVI Verilog HDL standardsXL supports a superset of the OVI Verilog HDL standards
"" VerilogVerilog--XL has a few  bugs  “features”XL has a few  bugs  “features”

"" Clone simulators and other CAE tools:Clone simulators and other CAE tools:
"" Use the OVI Verilog HDL standards (the Language Reference Use the OVI Verilog HDL standards (the Language Reference 

Manual)Manual)
"" Have their own “features”Have their own “features”

"" To use the same model with multiple CAE tools requires:To use the same model with multiple CAE tools requires:
"" Modeling within the OVI language standardsModeling within the OVI language standards
"" Avoiding “features” peculiar to a specific CAE toolAvoiding “features” peculiar to a specific CAE tool
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The Prime ObjectivesThe Prime Objectives
when Modeling for Multiple Simulatorswhen Modeling for Multiple Simulators

"" IdeallyIdeally,, the same model is syntactically correct with all simulatorsthe same model is syntactically correct with all simulators
"" Reality:Reality:
"" 100% achievable by adhering to OVI syntax100% achievable by adhering to OVI syntax

"" IdeallyIdeally,, the same stimulus will work with all simulatorsthe same stimulus will work with all simulators
"" Reality:Reality:
"" Mostly achievable by adhering to OVI syntaxMostly achievable by adhering to OVI syntax
"" Each simulator will have unique commands (such as for Each simulator will have unique commands (such as for 

waveform displays)waveform displays)
"" Ideally,Ideally, the simulation results are the same with all simulatorsthe simulation results are the same with all simulators
"" Reality:Reality:
"" Some clones emphasize cloning VerilogSome clones emphasize cloning Verilog--XL resultsXL results
"" Other clones emphasize results that the CAE vendor feels are Other clones emphasize results that the CAE vendor feels are 

more accurate than Verilogmore accurate than Verilog--XLXL
"" Modeling style must have deterministic resultsModeling style must have deterministic results
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Modeling for Deterministic ResultsModeling for Deterministic Results

"" What happens when two inputs change at the same time?What happens when two inputs change at the same time?

"" Simulators can not really do simultaneous input changesSimulators can not really do simultaneous input changes
"" Changes are evaluated oneChanges are evaluated one--atat--aa--time, without advancing timetime, without advancing time
"" Different simulators will use different a order of evaluationDifferent simulators will use different a order of evaluation

"" Simultaneous input changes may be:Simultaneous input changes may be:
"" DeterministicDeterministic –– the result is the same for any evaluation orderthe result is the same for any evaluation order
"" NonNon--deterministicdeterministic –– the result is different with different evaluation the result is different with different evaluation 

ordersorders
"" To model for consistent results with multiple simulatorsTo model for consistent results with multiple simulators
"" Use deterministic modeling styles wherever possibleUse deterministic modeling styles wherever possible
"" Use timing checks on nonUse timing checks on non--deterministic modelsdeterministic models

always @(always @(posedge clkposedge clk) d2 = d1;) d2 = d1;

always @(always @(posedge clkposedge clk) d3 = d2;) d3 = d2;

FlipFlip
FlopFlop

ANDANDaa
bb

yy
dd

clkclk

qq
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Unspecified LimitsUnspecified Limits

"" What is the limit for:What is the limit for:
"" Maximum vector size?Maximum vector size?
"" Maximum port size?Maximum port size?
"" Maximum identifier (name) lengths?Maximum identifier (name) lengths?
"" Maximum string lengths?Maximum string lengths?

"" The OVI LRM does not specify the maximum limitsThe OVI LRM does not specify the maximum limits
"" Each CAE vendor must establish their own limitsEach CAE vendor must establish their own limits
"" VerilogVerilog--XL has very high limitsXL has very high limits
"" 1 million bit vectors and ports1 million bit vectors and ports
"" 1024 character names1024 character names
"" Unlimited strings (but must not be broken by a carriage return)Unlimited strings (but must not be broken by a carriage return)

"" To model for multiple CAE toolsTo model for multiple CAE tools
"" Determine the limits of each tool you plan to use and stay withiDetermine the limits of each tool you plan to use and stay within n 

the smallest limitthe smallest limit
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Unspecified SizesUnspecified Sizes

"" How many bits should the following numbers have?How many bits should the following numbers have?

"" The OVI Language Reference Manual does not specify the size for:The OVI Language Reference Manual does not specify the size for:
"" The integer and time data typesThe integer and time data types
"" VerilogVerilog--XL uses 32 bits and 64 bits respectivelyXL uses 32 bits and 64 bits respectively
"" Note: The OVI LRM permits the integer and time data types Note: The OVI LRM permits the integer and time data types 

to be specified with a range (i.e.:  to be specified with a range (i.e.:  integer [15:0] K;integer [15:0] K; ))
"" VerilogVerilog--XL does not allow ranges for integer and timeXL does not allow ranges for integer and time

"" UnsizedUnsized integersintegers
"" VerilogVerilog--XL uses the host machine word sizeXL uses the host machine word size
"" Other simulators may choose a different sizeOther simulators may choose a different size

"" To model for multiple CAE toolsTo model for multiple CAE tools
"" Explicitly declare the size of all signals and valuesExplicitly declare the size of all signals and values

integer I; is ____ bitsinteger I; is ____ bits
time J; is ____ bitstime J; is ____ bits
`b101 is ____ bits`b101 is ____ bits
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Time ScalingTime Scaling

"" The  `timescale  compiler directive allows software tools to:The  `timescale  compiler directive allows software tools to:
"" Apply a time base to delaysApply a time base to delays
"" Apply a precision to delaysApply a precision to delays

"" The OVI LRM does not specify a default time base if there is no The OVI LRM does not specify a default time base if there is no 
timescaletimescale
"" VerilogVerilog--XL does not use any time baseXL does not use any time base

"" The OVI LRM specifies that delays should be rounded off to the The OVI LRM specifies that delays should be rounded off to the 
precisionprecision
"" VerilogVerilog--XL rounds off using a nonXL rounds off using a non--conventional algorithmconventional algorithm

"" To model for multiple CAE toolsTo model for multiple CAE tools
"" Always specify time scalesAlways specify time scales
"" Use a time scale precision that matches the delay valuesUse a time scale precision that matches the delay values
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Event Timing Control SensitivityEvent Timing Control Sensitivity

"" Will this block trigger if both A and B are 0, then A changes toWill this block trigger if both A and B are 0, then A changes to 1?1?

"" Will this block trigger if both A and B are Strong1, then A chanWill this block trigger if both A and B are Strong1, then A changes to ges to 
Weak1 ?Weak1 ?

"" OVI syntax does not specify whether event sensitivity should triOVI syntax does not specify whether event sensitivity should trigger gger 
on changes to the operands of an expression  or changes to the ron changes to the operands of an expression  or changes to the resultesult
"" VerilogVerilog--XL triggers on changes to operandsXL triggers on changes to operands

"" To model for use with multiple simulatorsTo model for use with multiple simulators
"" Do not use operators in event timing controlsDo not use operators in event timing controls

always @ ( A & B )always @ ( A & B )
$display(“AND block triggered”);$display(“AND block triggered”);

always @ ( {A,B} )always @ ( {A,B} )
$display(“Concatenation block triggered”);$display(“Concatenation block triggered”);
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Bit and Part Selects of VariablesBit and Part Selects of Variables

"" Are the following bit selects legal?  Which bit is bit zero?Are the following bit selects legal?  Which bit is bit zero?

"" The OVI  Language Reference Manual does not specify:The OVI  Language Reference Manual does not specify:
"" If bit/part selects of integer, time, and parameter data types aIf bit/part selects of integer, time, and parameter data types are re 

legallegal
"" VerilogVerilog--XL accepts the syntaxXL accepts the syntax

"" What the bit ordering should be for integer, time, and parameterWhat the bit ordering should be for integer, time, and parameterss
"" VerilogVerilog--XL uses littleXL uses little endianendian

"" To use models with multiple CAE toolsTo use models with multiple CAE tools
"" Use theUse the regreg data type if bit/part selects are requireddata type if bit/part selects are required

regreg [0:15] A;[0:15] A;
Y = A[0];Y = A[0];

integer B;integer B;
Y = B[0];Y = B[0];

parameter C = “Hello”;parameter C = “Hello”;
Y = C[0];Y = C[0];
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Operator CombinationsOperator Combinations

"" The OVI LRM defines the XNOR operator as either    The OVI LRM defines the XNOR operator as either    ~^~^ or   or   ^~^~

"" The OVI LRM does not define a NAND operator pair. The OVI LRM does not define a NAND operator pair. 
"" Are   Are   ~&~& and    and    &~&~ both legal operator pairs?both legal operator pairs?
"" VerilogVerilog--XL will only accept   XL will only accept   ~&~&
"" Some clone simulators will accept both operator pairsSome clone simulators will accept both operator pairs

"" The OVI LRM does not define a NOR operator pair. The OVI LRM does not define a NOR operator pair. 
"" Are   Are   ~|~| and    and    |~|~ both legal operator pairs?both legal operator pairs?
"" VerilogVerilog--XL will only accept    XL will only accept    ~|~|
"" Some clone simulators will accept both operator pairsSome clone simulators will accept both operator pairs

"" To model for use with Multiple CAE toolsTo model for use with Multiple CAE tools
"" Only use operator pairs   Only use operator pairs   ~&~& and  and  ~|~| for NAND and NOR for NAND and NOR 

operationsoperations
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Delay PropagationDelay Propagation
on Strength Changeson Strength Changes

"" The OVI LRM provides for 8 strength levels for logic 0, 1, and XThe OVI LRM provides for 8 strength levels for logic 0, 1, and X

"" The LRM does not specify if a strength change should be delayed The LRM does not specify if a strength change should be delayed by by 
gate delaysgate delays
"" VerilogVerilog--XL applies gate delays to strength changesXL applies gate delays to strength changes

"" The LRM does not specify if a strength change should be delayed The LRM does not specify if a strength change should be delayed by by 
path delayspath delays
"" VerilogVerilog--XL does not apply path delays to strength changesXL does not apply path delays to strength changes

"" To model for use with multiple CAE toolsTo model for use with multiple CAE tools
"" Use gate delays if strength changes need propagation delaysUse gate delays if strength changes need propagation delays
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Non OVINon OVI
System Tasks and FunctionsSystem Tasks and Functions

"" The OVI LRM provides the The OVI LRM provides the $<keyword>$<keyword> syntax which allows CAE tool syntax which allows CAE tool 
vendors to add system tasks and functions specific to their toolvendors to add system tasks and functions specific to their tool
"" OVI specifies about 50 “$” system tasks and functionsOVI specifies about 50 “$” system tasks and functions
"" $display(), $monitor(), $$display(), $monitor(), $dumpvarsdumpvars(), $setup(), ...(), $setup(), ...

"" VerilogVerilog--XL supports over 200 “$” builtXL supports over 200 “$” built--in tasks and functionsin tasks and functions
"" $$displaybdisplayb(), $(), $displayodisplayo(), $(), $displayhdisplayh(), $(), $monitorbmonitorb(), ...(), ...
"" $$grgr_waves(), $random(), $memory(), $_waves(), $random(), $memory(), $damemdamem(), ...(), ...

"" Most clone simulators support the OVI standard “$” tasks and Most clone simulators support the OVI standard “$” tasks and 
functions plus a subset of the Verilogfunctions plus a subset of the Verilog--XL tasks and functionsXL tasks and functions

"" To model for multiple CAE toolsTo model for multiple CAE tools
"" Use the system tasks and functions defined by OVIUse the system tasks and functions defined by OVI
"" Determine which tasks are available in Determine which tasks are available in allall tools you plan to usetools you plan to use
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Non OVI CompliantNon OVI Compliant
Syntax “Features”Syntax “Features”

"" The Cadence VerilogThe Cadence Verilog--XL simulator permits a few syntactical constructs XL simulator permits a few syntactical constructs 
that are in violation of the OVI LRMthat are in violation of the OVI LRM

"" VerilogVerilog--XL permits multiple arguments to parameter assignmentXL permits multiple arguments to parameter assignment

"" VerilogVerilog--XL permits path delay assignments with no parenthesesXL permits path delay assignments with no parentheses

"" VerilogVerilog--XL permits duplicate names in port listsXL permits duplicate names in port lists

"" To use models with multiple CAE toolsTo use models with multiple CAE tools
"" Avoid using any non OVI compliant syntaxAvoid using any non OVI compliant syntax

parameter delay = (1,2,3);parameter delay = (1,2,3);
specparam foobarspecparam foobar = (1.2, 2.2, 3.1);= (1.2, 2.2, 3.1);

(in *> out) = 1.8, 2.5, 4.1, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0 ;(in *> out) = 1.8, 2.5, 4.1, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0 ;

modulemodule dffdff (q,(q, clkclk,, clkclk, d);, d);
output q;output q;
inputinput clkclk, d;, d;
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Special FunctionalitySpecial Functionality
Not Specified by OVINot Specified by OVI

"" The Cadence VerilogThe Cadence Verilog--XL simulator supports a superXL simulator supports a super--set of the OVI set of the OVI 
Verilog HDL language constructsVerilog HDL language constructs

"" The VerilogThe Verilog--XL “switchXL “switch--xlxl” algorithm adds additional functionality, ” algorithm adds additional functionality, 
such as 255 strength levelssuch as 255 strength levels

"" The VerilogThe Verilog--XL glitch (pulse) control alters how input glitches affect XL glitch (pulse) control alters how input glitches affect 
simulation outputssimulation outputs

"" To model for use with multiple CAE toolsTo model for use with multiple CAE tools
"" Avoid using constructs proprietary to one productAvoid using constructs proprietary to one product
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Non OVI CompliantNon OVI Compliant
PLI procedural callsPLI procedural calls

"" The OVI PLI Reference Manual specifies standard procedural callsThe OVI PLI Reference Manual specifies standard procedural calls to to 
interface with Verilog simulationsinterface with Verilog simulations
"" PLI version 1.0 is what Cadence released to the public domainPLI version 1.0 is what Cadence released to the public domain
"" Cadence did not release the complete set of procedural calls thaCadence did not release the complete set of procedural calls that t 

were supported by Verilogwere supported by Verilog--XL at that timeXL at that time
"" Cadence has added procedural calls to VerilogCadence has added procedural calls to Verilog--XL since releasing XL since releasing 

PLI 1.0PLI 1.0
"" PLI 2.0 is the revised procedural calls specified by OVI in 1993PLI 2.0 is the revised procedural calls specified by OVI in 1993
"" Extensive changes from PLI 1.0Extensive changes from PLI 1.0
"" Not widely adopted by most CAE tool vendors at this timeNot widely adopted by most CAE tool vendors at this time

"" To use PLI programs with multiple CAE toolsTo use PLI programs with multiple CAE tools
"" Avoid using any non OVI compliant PLI 1.0 procedural callsAvoid using any non OVI compliant PLI 1.0 procedural calls
"" Avoid using PLI 2.0 procedural calls until more tools support 2.Avoid using PLI 2.0 procedural calls until more tools support 2.00
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Part FourPart Four

Modeling for Simulation Performance,Modeling for Simulation Performance,Modeling for Simulation Performance,Modeling for Simulation Performance,Modeling for Simulation Performance,Modeling for Simulation Performance,Modeling for Simulation Performance,Modeling for Simulation Performance,
Synthesis, and other CAE tools;Synthesis, and other CAE tools;Synthesis, and other CAE tools;Synthesis, and other CAE tools;Synthesis, and other CAE tools;Synthesis, and other CAE tools;Synthesis, and other CAE tools;Synthesis, and other CAE tools;

All in the same modelAll in the same modelAll in the same modelAll in the same modelAll in the same modelAll in the same modelAll in the same modelAll in the same model
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TradeTrade--offs whenoffs when
Modeling for Data Structure EfficiencyModeling for Data Structure Efficiency

Run Time?Run Time? SynthesizabeSynthesizabe?? Portable?Portable?
"" Limit or omit source file textLimit or omit source file text improvesimproves yesyes yesyes

using defaultsusing defaults
"" Remove hierarchy by usingRemove hierarchy by using improvesimproves yesyes yesyes

macromodulesmacromodules
"" Remove unnecessary signalsRemove unnecessary signals improvesimproves yesyes yesyes

using compiler directivesusing compiler directives
"" Omitting data using `Omitting data using `ifdefifdef improvesimproves yesyes yesyes

"" Reduce memory size usingReduce memory size using improvesimproves nono ??????
compiler directivescompiler directives
"" Using PLI for test vectorsUsing PLI for test vectors degradesdegrades yesyes ??????

"" Using behavioral stimulusUsing behavioral stimulus improvesimproves yesyes yesyes

"" Reduce gate count withReduce gate count with UDP’sUDP’s improvesimproves ?????? yesyes
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TradeTrade--offs whenoffs when
Modeling for RunModeling for Run--time Performancetime Performance

SynthesizabeSynthesizabe?? Portable?Portable?

"" Removing null eventsRemoving null events nono yesyes

"" Only execute procedures when the outputOnly execute procedures when the output nono yesyes
will changewill change
"" Combine multiple operations to the sameCombine multiple operations to the same nono yesyes

outputoutput
"" Reduce number of operations for wait statesReduce number of operations for wait states nono yesyes

"" Reduce number of events with disableReduce number of events with disable ?????? yesyes

"" Only evaluate signals when they changeOnly evaluate signals when they change nono yesyes

"" Reduce number of access to data structureReduce number of access to data structure yesyes yesyes
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TradeTrade--offs whenoffs when
Modeling for RunModeling for Run--time Performance (continued)time Performance (continued)

SynthesizabeSynthesizabe?? Portable?Portable?

"" Use nonUse non--blocking procedural assignmentsblocking procedural assignments nono nono

"" Minimizing simulation monitoringMinimizing simulation monitoring yesyes yesyes

"" Use fastest algorithmUse fastest algorithm ?????? yesyes

"" Reduce communications between algorithmsReduce communications between algorithms ?????? yesyes

"" Reduce timeReduce time--wheel overheadwheel overhead yesyes yesyes
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TradeTrade--offs whenoffs when
Modeling for SynthesisModeling for Synthesis

Performance?Performance? Portable?Portable?

"" Avoid non RTL constructsAvoid non RTL constructs degradesdegrades yesyes

"" Separate combinational and sequentialSeparate combinational and sequential degradesdegrades yesyes
logiclogic
"" Partition logic into functional blocksPartition logic into functional blocks ?????? yesyes

(use(use macromodulesmacromodules for performance)for performance)
"" Only change outputs from 1 procedureOnly change outputs from 1 procedure degradesdegrades yesyes

"" Specify all branches of decision statementsSpecify all branches of decision statements degradesdegrades yesyes

"" Specify details of architectureSpecify details of architecture degradesdegrades yesyes
(i.e.: loops for barrel shifter instead of(i.e.: loops for barrel shifter instead of
concatenation)concatenation)
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TradeTrade--offs whenoffs when
Modeling for PortabilityModeling for Portability

Performance?Performance? SynthesizableSynthesizable??

"" Model for deterministic resultsModel for deterministic results degradesdegrades yesyes

"" Model within limits of all toolsModel within limits of all tools no affectno affect yesyes

"" Explicitly declare variable sizesExplicitly declare variable sizes no affectno affect yesyes

"" Avoid operators in sensitivity listsAvoid operators in sensitivity lists degradesdegrades yesyes

"" Avoid bit selects of variablesAvoid bit selects of variables no affectno affect yesyes

"" Avoid illegal operator combinationsAvoid illegal operator combinations no affectno affect yesyes

"" Avoid non OVI syntax and constructsAvoid non OVI syntax and constructs degradesdegrades yesyes
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The Question (again)The Question (again)

Is it possible to write a Verilog model that:Is it possible to write a Verilog model that:

"" Will simulate correctly?Will simulate correctly?

"" And simulate efficiently?And simulate efficiently?

"" And isAnd is synthesizablesynthesizable??

"" And will synthesize correctly?And will synthesize correctly?

"" And simulates with various “clone” simulators?And simulates with various “clone” simulators?
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The AnswerThe Answer

" Improving performance by reducing data structure size:
☺ Is generally compatible with synthesis
☺ Is generally compatible with model portability

" Improving performance by reducing simulation events:
& Is not compatible with synthesis
☺ Is generally compatible with model portability

" Please select the most correct answer:
! Yes
! No
! Maybe
!Who Cares
! To Be Determined

✔✔✔✔


